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By engaging in monitoring and evaluation with your SDG Alliance, you can identify strengths and
weaknesses, quantify your impact, share your work with the community, and map your work back to
your Theory of Change. Monitoring and evaluation are also important when submitting grant and
funding proposals (as evidence of your past impact) and may be required when reporting to existing
funders and partners. 

MONITORING &
EVALUATION
Monitoring helps your team understand whether your Alliance’s activities,
inputs, and outputs are progressing as planned and on schedule.

Evaluation helps your team assess the extent to which your work is meeting
the goals and objectives of your Alliance.

Administering surveys during and after an event 
Conducting surveys, interviews, or focus groups with students,
staff, or community members who have engaged with your
Alliance
Engaging in informal conversations with Alliance members or
event attendees
Building individual and group reflection into your team meetings
Scheduling regular, informal check-ins with members of your team
Conducting a team debrief session following a major event or
project 
Tracking metrics for student engagement (e.g. number of event
attendees), social media engagement (e.g. number of new
followers), recognition (e.g. awards, funding received), or other
outputs (e.g. publications, policy changes)
Collecting photos, videos, testimonials, and quotes
Annual reporting 

Examples of monitoring and 
evaluation practices

This University of
Calgary toolkit
provides an in-depth,
comprehensive guide
to program evaluation. 

https://www.ucalgary.ca/mentalhealth/education/program-evaluation-toolkit


Monitoring and evaluation can be time consuming - while some methods require long reports and
complicated research protocols, simpler methods such as event surveys and regular team
reflections are easier to organize, and similarly effective in obtaining feedback on your
organization’s work. 

Avoid low response rates or data that is not useful by: 
Being intentional about what you are evaluating and why you are evaluating
Designing your surveys, interviews, and reflections to be simple and easy to complete. Too
many open-ended questions can create fatigue for the respondent, while Likert-
scale/multiple choice questions are easier to answer and usually more familiar to respondents
- aim for a balance of both!
Consulting with advisors, funders, or other resources about best practices and any
monitoring/evaluation requirements for your student organization.Photo: Emma Brown

POTENTIAL CHALLENGES

KEYS FOR SUCCESS
Start early! While evaluation is often
thought of as something that takes
place after an event, initiative, or
project, it can be incorporated right
from the beginning at project
conception, all the way through to
planning, implementation, and
completion.

Set aside time every two weeks or so to
record key conversations, activities, and
social media engagements. Creating a
consistent “data culture” that records
the impact of your Alliance can go a long
way in terms of securing future funding. 

Create a formal report at the end of every event or project. This may include a short summary of
the event, engagement numbers, participant survey responses, team feedback, key strengths and
areas of improvement, and photos/quotes.

Whenever possible, keep your survey questions, metrics, and reporting templates consistent. This
will allow you to compare outcomes more easily from year to year. 
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University of British Columbia: Our team engages with stakeholder committees to incorporate new
perspectives and ideas and to ensure we remain accountable to the greater campus community. A
faculty/staff advisory committee is consulted on the Alliance’s greater values and directions, while a
student advisory committee is convened monthly for any students who are interested in suggesting ideas
for the group. 

University of Calgary: We collect attendee surveys, team reflections, and engagement metrics to assess
the strengths, weaknesses, and overall impact of our major initiatives. This information is compiled into an
annual report that is shared with the Office of Sustainability, our Alliance’s main funder and institutional
partner. Currently, we are also conducting a qualitative research study using interviews and digital surveys
to explore the impact of the SDG Alliance over the past three years. 

REFLECTION
Where do you see monitoring and evaluation fitting into your SDG Alliance?

How can you use monitoring and evaluation to grow your SDG Alliance? 
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GET INSPIRED
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